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that violence against women precedes wars, and contin-
ues during and after them, even if from different sources
and in different forms. Thus, though the editors agree
that there are different gender outcomes from different
types of conflict (anti-colonial/national, inter-ethnic, class),
yet even where leaderships advocate and practice gender
equality in war zones (as in the case of Eritrea), the over-
all outcome of war’s aftermath for women is usually the
restoration of the gender status quo ante. 

Theoretical explanations of male violence proposed here
include both the psychological and the structural: “In
socializing men to repress all that is feminine within them,
society also requires men to repress and oppress all that is
feminine outside of them” (Pillay: 43). Masculinity con-
structed in this way is raised to a peak by wartime condi-
tions. Sideris also discusses the effects of war on male
identities: “the institutions of war constitute exclusive
male clubs, which are defined by hierarchy, authoritarian
control, aggression and violence” (151). A deeper struc-
tural explanation is that in the most patriarchal societies,
women are regarded as property whose value lies in their
productive and reproductive labor. These vital bases of
male dominance are controlled through controlling
women’s sexuality. A psycho-structural analysis suggests
that male violence against women will not lessen until
men have found a positive identity alternative to the
aggressive model. The introduction of gender identities
offers a way of connecting the levels of ideology and
material conditions, retrieving a failed Marxist prediction
of gender equality following women’s entry into employ-
ment. 

The paradox raised here in relation to gender and violence
is that women are sources of value (e.g. material goods,
offspring), yet their centrality to social survival and repro-
duction brings them neither power nor status.  There is a
similar paradox in relation to rape, that while communities
and families consider it a heinous crime, it has only recent-
ly begun to be recognized as such by national and inter-
national law, and still finds little redress or personal com-
pensation. These apparent paradoxes become under-
standable through “the recognition that patriarchal soci-
eties regard women as property,” therefore necessitating
control. One form through which societies and men assert
rights to women’s productive and reproductive value is
through control of their sexuality. Any post-war challenge
to men’s control is likely to arouse male violence in pro-
portion to their expectations of a restoration of the
domestic status quo, i.e. the subjection and silencing of
women. Not only men’s expectations of peace are at
stake, but their gender identity. War is a masculine busi-
ness, and the aggressive elements of “maleness” are
brought out through the practice of destruction. Turshen’s
comment that war erodes many “traditional” community

values but not sexist beliefs deserves our attention: Why is
this so? (83)

The type of war itself also influences the degree of vio-
lence against women, whether during or after. War in
general emphasizes collective identity, with women allo-
cated special roles in its conservation, hence likely to be
subjected to a “re-traditionalization” promoted whether
by the weakness of the new state, international agency
pressure, or the re-emergence of local custom (Turshen:
80). But as the wars of national liberation that marked the
post-World War 2 period give way to wars of ethnic
nationalism, identity becomes even more heavily involved
and takes on an even greater potential for generating vio-
lence, as clearly manifested in the cases of Yugoslavia, Sri
Lanka, Rwanda, Uganda, Burundi, Congo, Mozambique,
and Kashmir.

Important questions thus become: If women’s gender
identity makes them “internalize” the role of the victim,
what can be done to modify this aspect? What conditions
encourage women to stop silencing themselves, and to
report violence? Since in many instances (e.g. Sudan) vio-
lence against women during and after war seems to be
linked to institutional violence before war begins, what
can be done to raise awareness of these less visible forms?
Women must struggle for economic equality, since it is
economic marginalization and poverty that most subject
them to violence. But since the basis of violence against
women is ideological as much as material, to focus on
building up women economically (e.g. through micro-
credit schemes) is insufficient, and may even be provoca-
tive. Comparing women’s experiences of rape and sexual
violence in Mozambique and South Africa, Sideris propos-
es a broad band of solutions: enforcing constitutional and
legal rights; transforming local justice systems; increasing
the presence and profile of women in political decision-
making structures; ensuring the economic empowerment
of women and men; supporting women’s grassroots net-
works as well as their national, regional and international
ones; and addressing social constructions of masculinity
(61). Other contributors concur that “women must inhab-
it all sites of struggle.”

Though national liberation, civil wars, identity conflicts
may have different effects for women, the aftermath of all
types of war seem to lead to a loss of gains made by
women during them. Codou Bop weighs social, econom-
ic and political gains and losses, and tries to explain “the
fragility of women’s gains compared with the acuteness of
their losses” (33). Though context may make a difference
– e.g. ethnic or factional conflicts offer fewer gains to
women than wars of national independence – the key fac-
tor Bop proposes lies in the “absence of a political per-
spective for transforming relations between the sexes”
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This is an important book that takes up the questions left
by a generation of studies that celebrated gains made by
women during national liberation or revolutionary strug-
gles. This generation of feminist scholars found reasons
for optimism in the visibility of women in these struggles,
and in the progressive gender ideologies and practices of
many Third World leaders. With Algeria as a paradigm of
the frustration of such hopes, the editors of The
Aftermath begin from the basic question: Why is it that
the gains made by some women during conflict are very
seldom sustained after conflict ends? Where the first gen-
eration of “women and war” scholars privileged national
leadership ideology as the primary causal factor in
women’s emancipation (or its absence), the editors of The
Aftermath bring into their analysis a wider range of con-
tributory factors: international donor pressures; national
and local economies; the state, its policies and relations
with civil society; structures of class, race, ethnicity, and
sect; women’s organizations, networks and conscious-
ness; social constructions of male and female identities;
and the way these factors interact and change through
historical transitions.  At the same time, their concern with
a theory of causes has an undertow of practical urgency,
as violence against women increases, and as conflict
spreads throughout the South/Third World.

The book issues from workshops held in Africa between
1998 and 1999, and the body of empirical studies that
feeds its theorization is mainly – though not entirely -
African. Papers presented at the Johannesburg conference
(1999) “confirmed that violence against women has
reached unprecedented heights globally” (Pillay: 35).
Pillay asks: What underlies violence against women? Why
does it increase in “transitional” periods?  She argues that
violence against women is rooted in gender hierarchy and
power inequality, giving it a widespread social acceptance,
silencing women and subjecting them to blame, especial-
ly when the setting is domestic. There is a need for a gen-
der analysis that goes beyond individual acts of violence to
less visible forms of economic, cultural, and political vio-
lence. Indeed, a focus on the violence perpetrated against
women during war may deflect attention from “normal”
gender inequality and “invisible violence” in time of
peace. 

The ambivalence of the effects of conflict for women is
expressed in the editors’ introduction as well as in the case
studies that follow. The observation that some women in
some liberation struggles have made collective gains dur-
ing war is set against another  reality that can be stated as
“there is no aftermath for women;” or in other words,
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level, and by customary courts. It is in the aftermath of
war that resistance to gender change is strongest among
most men and senior women, cropping up even in demo-
cratic states such as Zimbabwe. Whatever its ideology or
enactments, the state is generally unprotective of
women’s claims. Indeed Turshen argues that there is a
close relationship between women’s centrality to produc-
tive and reproductive labor on which the state depends,
their invisibility in politics, men’s control over women’s sex-
uality, and the role of social violence in maintaining this
control. Post-colonial states often carry on systems rooted
in colonial regimes, for example the way these increased
men’s economic resources in order to increase productivi-
ty, taxes, and capital accumulation. By entrenching gender
hierarchy, states are able to lower the cost of reproducing
labor.

An earlier generation of feminist scholars observing
activist women in anti-colonial struggles viewed them as
agents of social change: as transmitting progressive gen-
der ideology from political leaderships to families; as mod-
els for younger women; as enacting a new model of
woman, actively engaged in the public arena yet
respectable; and as forming organizations expected to
articulate women’s claims in the era of reconstruction. But
war conditions may conceal deep reservations that publics
may hold about gender change, so that obstacles block-
ing change in society at large only appear after conflict
ends. These aftermath studies reveal many sources of lim-
itation to the influence of activist women and their orga-
nizations. They underline: i) the gap in gender ideology
and practice between battle zone and hinterland; ii) the
absence in most national and revolutionary movements of
programs of gender change directed at society at large; iii)
post-war decline of ruling party interest in, and support
for, women’s organizations, with a variety of other conse-
quences. For example, the “women’s wing” of the
Marxist-inspired EPLF (Eritrea), was loaded with social
tasks as well as “women’s issues” but at the same time
under-funded (Hale in this volume). Demobilized non-elite
women militants could not find jobs, nor re-integrate
themselves into rural communities; men and senior
women demanded that they return to pre-conflict norms
of women’s domestic labour. Finally, though a few women
leaders found jobs in the new state, the marginality of the
women’s union left women as a collectivity with minimal
influence or representation, in spite of their long history of
militancy.

The desire for “normalcy” shared by most members of
war-torn societies is a powerful factor in weakening
wartime campaigns for gender change. Local systems of
gender hierarchy are likely to be strengthened by factors
such as the poverty of new states, their narrow popular
bases, and World Bank policies favouring decentralization.

Ethnic conflicts fought around “identity” are most likely to
lead to “re-traditionalization.” As a powerful influence in
the restoration of “normalcy,” religion may emphasize
women’s centrality as pillars of moral order; in Sudan the
NIF government mobilizes women as ”markers of Islam,”
dissolving the boundary between state and civic society.
Concepts of “normalcy” differ along gender lines: Men
define it as a return to the gender status quo ante;
women may want to build on wartime gains, or they may
feel that pre-war values that supported them have been
irretrievably lost. The local level becomes devalued in
peacetime: Women may have been crucial to community
survival during war, as household-suppliers, or grassroots
activists, and afterwards they may be active as NGO orga-
nizers. But the restoration of “normalcy” is likely to mean
marginalization of women at both state and local levels.

Restoration of gender “normalcy” is not only harmful for
women, it stunts their potential for peace building, an
important consideration for the contributors to The
Aftermath. The presence of women peace activists in the
“Aftermath” workshops can be felt in a number of texts,
particularly Sideris, “Problems of Identity, Solidarity and
Reconciliation.” Two kinds of peace potential are signaled
out in this chapter: i) in the reconstruction of war-torn
societies; and ii) in relations building with other women
across hostile national or ethnic boundaries. Yet the gen-
eral marginalization of women after conflicts’ end means
that the role usually assigned them in reconstruction is the
passive and oppressive one of restoring “normalcy.” In
spite of many cases where women have acted energeti-
cally to prevent or assuage conflicts, whether across
national, ethnic or factional boundaries, as in Kashmir,
Yugoslavia, and Nagaland, there is more here about frus-
tration than accomplishment of this role. Women’s poten-
tial for postwar reconstruction lies in their unique relation
to domestic institutions. Yet, paradoxically, “the very insti-
tutions that play such a crucial role in the continuity of
society embody the relations of power that perpetuate the
subordination and vulnerability of women” (Sideris: 56).
Postwar restoration of normalcy disempowers individual
women, while national women’s unions have not
assumed or been allocated an active role in post-war
reconstruction. This in spite of many types of healing
activity that women in conflict have undertaken, from
forming prayer groups, to appealing to international
authorities (Bop: 23).

The failure of most postwar reparation systems to include
women or compensate them for loss is well substantiated
here. Women are seldom compensated for losses suffered
during war: of home, relatives, or property, or damage
through rape. Loss of home is a blow that many women
do not recover from. Most truth commissions established
so far have not given women either compensation or jus-

(33). The most extreme and long-lasting of losses has
been in the domain of politics, and this is as true for
Europe after World War 2 as in the contemporary
South. One important reason is that women themselves
have accepted that women’s interests are subordinate
to collective national interests. Especially in national and
revolutionary struggles in the South, the Maoist concept
of principle and secondary contradictions has been
deeply influential. Women’s organizations formed during
anti-colonialist struggles have had “satellite status;” in
turn “their lack of autonomy has contributed to the
absence of a political and ideological vision… to trans-
form gender relations” (31). In the negotiations that
end wars, “gender issues are virtually ignored.” This
suggests that an essential condition for long-term
change is a “strong women’s movement… that bears a
plan to transform gender relations” (34).

The editors propose a theory of the “critical moment” as
key explanation of why women fail to maintain gains
made during war: “We came to the conclusion that the
reconstruction phase is too late for women to assert
themselves” (Meintjes, Pillay, Turshen: 10). Gender issues
must be raised at the cusp between war and peace. The
acceptance by women’s organization leaders of a subordi-
nate status during conflict inevitably means their margin-
alization in the aftermath. Because conflict reinforces the
non-transparency of (male) leadership, women tend to be
more excluded from decision-making during war – even if
they are combatants and leaders of combatants – and
from the negotiations that follow. This exclusion may be
decisive in negating their wartime gains.

Though a strong, unified women’s movement appears to
be a necessary condition for sustaining gains, as in the
case of South Africa, it may not be sufficient. As the
Eritrean case suggests, a women’s organization formed in
a liberation war does not necessarily represent women’s
interests in the aftermath. Women leaders may be reward-
ed by positions in the state apparatus, but to others –
especially women from rural areas – peace may bring a
punitive re-imposition of “gender normality.” Women’s
unconsciousness of their war time gains and the need to
defend them may be another cause of loss; also the
breaking-up of women’s “communities” formed during
war; and the difficulty of translating women’s grassroots
activism to the national political level.

Since the “crucial moment” is likely to be lost by all
women’s organizations except those matured by long
struggle (as was the case in South Africa), it is necessary
to look at cases that appear to be exceptions to this rule.
Why in Haiti and among the Ogoni of Nigeria were
women’s organizations able to grow and develop under
regime oppression, without any clear transitional

moment? Why were rural women in Namibia able to
demonstrate for their inheritance rights without the back-
ing of a strong women’s movement? Perhaps we should
ask whether observation of women’s movements that win
victories in adverse conditions may offer useful models to
others in terms of structure and modes of operation? A
second objection we might raise is that possibly no
change in gender relations, whenever it is achieved or
whatever form it takes, can be final and permanent.
Current conflicts and their aftermaths do not offer a suf-
ficient time span to judge this question. The contributors
to this volume rightly remind us of the tenacity of sexist
beliefs, and of women’s collusion in reproducing them.
Even in cases where women have made real legal and
political power gains, as in South Africa, violence against
women has increased. In other cases such as the Ogoni,
the end of conflict merely meant a shift in perpetrators of
violence from forces of the state to members of the com-
munity. Yet whether or not it is validated by time, the the-
ory of the “critical moment” has value as a warning to
women’s organizations to resist “secondarization” and
formulate their demands without delay.

Women’s networks formed during war may also be a
source of empowerment, for example in refugee camps
or, as in Kashmir, in communities under siege. The post-
war break-up of these associations as women return to
home and domesticity is seen by the editors as “at the
heart of the failure to consolidate wartime gains”
(Meintjes, Pillay, Turshen: 10). Though national women’s
unions generally survive the end of conflict, they easily
become hierarchized, and lose their wartime capacity to
mobilize women at all social levels. 

The focus of an earlier generation of feminist scholars on
the ideology of national movement leaderships is replaced
in The Aftermath by attention to relations between the
post-war state and civil society. This move has been made
necessary by the perception that where the outcome of
war for women is concerned there is little to choose
between post-war regimes, whether progressive, Marxist,
or neo-colonial. Similarly an earlier attention to the expan-
sion of women’s roles in wartime, and relations between
men and women combatants in the battle zone, has shift-
ed to what awaits women as they return (or are prevent-
ed from returning) to “home.” Change in gender ideolo-
gy among a leadership stratum does not necessarily lead
to broader societal change. Hence Turshen’s essay on the
state and civic society begins with the dual regime that
regulates women: “At least two legal regimes govern
women’s lives simultaneously: the statutory regime of the
nation-state and the customary regime of their natal
household or clan” (78). The second is hardest to change.
Whereas new states sometimes feel obliged to enact pro-
gressive gender laws, these may be resisted at the local
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uality, and the role of social violence in maintaining this
control. Post-colonial states often carry on systems rooted
in colonial regimes, for example the way these increased
men’s economic resources in order to increase productivi-
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hierarchy, states are able to lower the cost of reproducing
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An earlier generation of feminist scholars observing
activist women in anti-colonial struggles viewed them as
agents of social change: as transmitting progressive gen-
der ideology from political leaderships to families; as mod-
els for younger women; as enacting a new model of
woman, actively engaged in the public arena yet
respectable; and as forming organizations expected to
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war conditions may conceal deep reservations that publics
may hold about gender change, so that obstacles block-
ing change in society at large only appear after conflict
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itation to the influence of activist women and their orga-
nizations. They underline: i) the gap in gender ideology
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absence in most national and revolutionary movements of
programs of gender change directed at society at large; iii)
post-war decline of ruling party interest in, and support
for, women’s organizations, with a variety of other conse-
quences. For example, the “women’s wing” of the
Marxist-inspired EPLF (Eritrea), was loaded with social
tasks as well as “women’s issues” but at the same time
under-funded (Hale in this volume). Demobilized non-elite
women militants could not find jobs, nor re-integrate
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women demanded that they return to pre-conflict norms
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leaders found jobs in the new state, the marginality of the
women’s union left women as a collectivity with minimal
influence or representation, in spite of their long history of
militancy.

The desire for “normalcy” shared by most members of
war-torn societies is a powerful factor in weakening
wartime campaigns for gender change. Local systems of
gender hierarchy are likely to be strengthened by factors
such as the poverty of new states, their narrow popular
bases, and World Bank policies favouring decentralization.

Ethnic conflicts fought around “identity” are most likely to
lead to “re-traditionalization.” As a powerful influence in
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women may want to build on wartime gains, or they may
feel that pre-war values that supported them have been
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survival during war, as household-suppliers, or grassroots
activists, and afterwards they may be active as NGO orga-
nizers. But the restoration of “normalcy” is likely to mean
marginalization of women at both state and local levels.

Restoration of gender “normalcy” is not only harmful for
women, it stunts their potential for peace building, an
important consideration for the contributors to The
Aftermath. The presence of women peace activists in the
“Aftermath” workshops can be felt in a number of texts,
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Reconciliation.” Two kinds of peace potential are signaled
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cally to prevent or assuage conflicts, whether across
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tration than accomplishment of this role. Women’s poten-
tial for postwar reconstruction lies in their unique relation
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tutions that play such a crucial role in the continuity of
society embody the relations of power that perpetuate the
subordination and vulnerability of women” (Sideris: 56).
Postwar restoration of normalcy disempowers individual
women, while national women’s unions have not
assumed or been allocated an active role in post-war
reconstruction. This in spite of many types of healing
activity that women in conflict have undertaken, from
forming prayer groups, to appealing to international
authorities (Bop: 23).

The failure of most postwar reparation systems to include
women or compensate them for loss is well substantiated
here. Women are seldom compensated for losses suffered
during war: of home, relatives, or property, or damage
through rape. Loss of home is a blow that many women
do not recover from. Most truth commissions established
so far have not given women either compensation or jus-

(33). The most extreme and long-lasting of losses has
been in the domain of politics, and this is as true for
Europe after World War 2 as in the contemporary
South. One important reason is that women themselves
have accepted that women’s interests are subordinate
to collective national interests. Especially in national and
revolutionary struggles in the South, the Maoist concept
of principle and secondary contradictions has been
deeply influential. Women’s organizations formed during
anti-colonialist struggles have had “satellite status;” in
turn “their lack of autonomy has contributed to the
absence of a political and ideological vision… to trans-
form gender relations” (31). In the negotiations that
end wars, “gender issues are virtually ignored.” This
suggests that an essential condition for long-term
change is a “strong women’s movement… that bears a
plan to transform gender relations” (34).

The editors propose a theory of the “critical moment” as
key explanation of why women fail to maintain gains
made during war: “We came to the conclusion that the
reconstruction phase is too late for women to assert
themselves” (Meintjes, Pillay, Turshen: 10). Gender issues
must be raised at the cusp between war and peace. The
acceptance by women’s organization leaders of a subordi-
nate status during conflict inevitably means their margin-
alization in the aftermath. Because conflict reinforces the
non-transparency of (male) leadership, women tend to be
more excluded from decision-making during war – even if
they are combatants and leaders of combatants – and
from the negotiations that follow. This exclusion may be
decisive in negating their wartime gains.

Though a strong, unified women’s movement appears to
be a necessary condition for sustaining gains, as in the
case of South Africa, it may not be sufficient. As the
Eritrean case suggests, a women’s organization formed in
a liberation war does not necessarily represent women’s
interests in the aftermath. Women leaders may be reward-
ed by positions in the state apparatus, but to others –
especially women from rural areas – peace may bring a
punitive re-imposition of “gender normality.” Women’s
unconsciousness of their war time gains and the need to
defend them may be another cause of loss; also the
breaking-up of women’s “communities” formed during
war; and the difficulty of translating women’s grassroots
activism to the national political level.

Since the “crucial moment” is likely to be lost by all
women’s organizations except those matured by long
struggle (as was the case in South Africa), it is necessary
to look at cases that appear to be exceptions to this rule.
Why in Haiti and among the Ogoni of Nigeria were
women’s organizations able to grow and develop under
regime oppression, without any clear transitional

moment? Why were rural women in Namibia able to
demonstrate for their inheritance rights without the back-
ing of a strong women’s movement? Perhaps we should
ask whether observation of women’s movements that win
victories in adverse conditions may offer useful models to
others in terms of structure and modes of operation? A
second objection we might raise is that possibly no
change in gender relations, whenever it is achieved or
whatever form it takes, can be final and permanent.
Current conflicts and their aftermaths do not offer a suf-
ficient time span to judge this question. The contributors
to this volume rightly remind us of the tenacity of sexist
beliefs, and of women’s collusion in reproducing them.
Even in cases where women have made real legal and
political power gains, as in South Africa, violence against
women has increased. In other cases such as the Ogoni,
the end of conflict merely meant a shift in perpetrators of
violence from forces of the state to members of the com-
munity. Yet whether or not it is validated by time, the the-
ory of the “critical moment” has value as a warning to
women’s organizations to resist “secondarization” and
formulate their demands without delay.

Women’s networks formed during war may also be a
source of empowerment, for example in refugee camps
or, as in Kashmir, in communities under siege. The post-
war break-up of these associations as women return to
home and domesticity is seen by the editors as “at the
heart of the failure to consolidate wartime gains”
(Meintjes, Pillay, Turshen: 10). Though national women’s
unions generally survive the end of conflict, they easily
become hierarchized, and lose their wartime capacity to
mobilize women at all social levels. 

The focus of an earlier generation of feminist scholars on
the ideology of national movement leaderships is replaced
in The Aftermath by attention to relations between the
post-war state and civil society. This move has been made
necessary by the perception that where the outcome of
war for women is concerned there is little to choose
between post-war regimes, whether progressive, Marxist,
or neo-colonial. Similarly an earlier attention to the expan-
sion of women’s roles in wartime, and relations between
men and women combatants in the battle zone, has shift-
ed to what awaits women as they return (or are prevent-
ed from returning) to “home.” Change in gender ideolo-
gy among a leadership stratum does not necessarily lead
to broader societal change. Hence Turshen’s essay on the
state and civic society begins with the dual regime that
regulates women: “At least two legal regimes govern
women’s lives simultaneously: the statutory regime of the
nation-state and the customary regime of their natal
household or clan” (78). The second is hardest to change.
Whereas new states sometimes feel obliged to enact pro-
gressive gender laws, these may be resisted at the local
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"I am not the person responsible, the occupation is."

Buthina Canaan Khoury tackles a difficult subject in her
first feature documentary Women in Struggle. The film is
about four Palestinian women imprisoned in Israeli jails
for various offences, ranging from the serious, (providing
safe houses for members of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, surveying targets and planting
bombs), to the less serious (waving the Palestinian flag,
which was prohibited before the 1993 Oslo Accords).

Most of the film centers on the lives of three middle-aged
women: Aysha Odeh and her sister Rasmieh Odeh, who
were both sentenced to life in prison but spent ten years
in detention; and Rawda Basir, who spent eight years in
prison. These women joined the resistance in the 1960s
and 70s, after Israel occupied what remained of Palestine
in the June 1967 war. Towards the end of the film a
younger Palestinian woman called Terry Bulata is inter-
viewed. She was imprisoned several times in the 1980s
during the first Palestinian intifada – a national civil upris-
ing that lasted from 1987-93.

The film starts off strangely, with Aysha Odeh watching a
movie on a TV set where a young girl is tortured and

thrown into a bucket of water. In the next scene, Odeh is
driving the car while Khoury is filming. On approaching a
checkpoint (one of hundreds scattered throughout the
West Bank), Odeh and Khoury enter into an argument
with an Israeli soldier. The soldier is complaining because
Odeh didn't bother to queue up with the hundreds of
other Palestinians who had been waiting at the check-
point all day. Instead she overtakes them on the wrong
side of the road and then enters into a pointless argu-
ment with the soldier. Khoury's intention was probably to
elicit the viewer's sympathy by highlighting the suffering
and misery caused by Israel's prolonged and belligerent
occupation of the West Bank and Gaza and its impact on
Palestinian life (such as restrictions on movement). But
entering into a semi-coherent argument with an Israeli
soldier (who probably does not want to be there) over the
rights and wrongs of the occupation is not the best way
to go about doing this. This scene as it is adds nothing to
the documentary and it should have been cut.

Similarly, the next scene with Rawda Basir is out of place.
In this clip, Khoury follows Basir from Nablus where she
currently lives, to see her former home in the old city of
Arab East Jerusalem. Rather embarrassingly, the current
occupant, a Christian Palestinian woman called "Mary,"
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tice, because their “gender neutrality” has not encour-
aged women to participate or, if they do, to speak of per-
sonal loss or damage. 

Gender identity, men’s and women’s, recurs as a theme
through all the theoretical chapters, indissolubly linked to
other major themes – violence against women in war and
peace, social reconstruction and peace building, state/civil
society relations, gender inequality. Arising from consider-
ation of female identity are questions with implications for
gender change activists around women’s potential for
agency: most women experience violence done to them
as part of their gender identity – is victim hood therefore
a constituent element of women’s identity? Can they
resist subjection? Does it serve women’s interests if they
use specific aspects of their identity, for example mother-
hood, thereby expanding their social and political role?
What contextual factors encourage women to report vio-
lence against them or actively claim property rights? What
makes one woman choose an identity as peacemaker
while another in the same society chooses to be a militant
nationalist? A point underlined by all the writers is the
need to pay attention to variation in women’s situation
produced by local and historical specificity. Yet one senses
an implicit question underlying all the others: Is the uni-
versality of women’s subordination a sufficient condition
for their solidarity across frontiers to prevent violence?
Recognition of the power of structure over consciousness
prevents even posing this question. Yet the text of The
Aftermath is seamed with instances of struggles affirming
women’s capacity to overcome socially imposed passivity.  

In countries of the South, elements of women’s “tradi-
tional” identity – especially the maternal component – is
often a basis of mobilization, legitimizing women’s action
in the public arena. This has been the case in Nagaland,
South Africa, Sri Lanka, and Kashmir. Speaking about their
experience of war, Mozambican women “identified moth-
ering as a fundamental source of resilience” with the
result that “their consciousness of themselves shifted to
include a sense of strength and capacity” (Sideris: 50).
The transition from war to peace may allow women to
lead healing movements or resume ritual roles (Turshen:
83). The reservations of some feminists and progressives
about this phenomenon are carefully weighed by de Alwis
in her paper on Sri Lankan “Ambivalent Maternalisms,”
and defended within a perspective of historical contin-
gency.

Consideration of violence inevitably raises the question of
male as well as female identity. Male identity as a topic
recurs throughout the pages of The Aftermath: in relation
to colonialism, war, violence, “normalcy,” social hierarchy,
property, leadership. Several contributors call for work on
alternative, more positive models of masculinity. Sideris

considers alternative effects of war on men’s identity,
either erosion of their manhood through inability to pro-
tect their families, or an aggrandized masculinity that may
find itself frustrated by peace. Either way men are likely to
reassert their masculinity and power in the only sphere
available to them postwar, that of the home. Cases that
follow in the empirical section find strong correlations
between male class subordination and domestic violence.
Hence emphasis is placed throughout on attention to the
creation of economic opportunities for men as well as
women. 

The editors of The Aftermath have targeted it primarily at
international agencies, policy-makers, because of their
conviction that international and national policies to stem
violence against women have failed to tackle its deepest
causes. “Our point of departure was dissatisfaction with
many of the reconstruction programmes, which are based
on one of two approaches… either human needs or
human rights” (4). The Aftermath is written both for inter-
national agencies and against them, in the sense that
global rather than national or local actions may create the
conditions in which gender inequalities are exacerbated,
or in which aid agencies, through faulty analysis, apply
failing remedies. The human needs and human rights
approaches lead, the editors argue, to advocating legal
reform, protecting individual survivors, trying to change
individual behaviour, or offering material aid, none of
which attack national, local or international frameworks
that produce gender inequality. Indeed the policies of
powerful actors such as states and international aid agen-
cies, in conjunction with the “globalization effect,” are
likely to exacerbate gender hierarchy: “wars and structur-
al adjustment policies do not impact equally on women
and men“ (Bop: 28). Consideration of the effects of exter-
nal policies is especially necessary because of increase in
conflict and in international interventionism. Meintjes
notes how World Bank and IMF policies increase the
poverty of many Third World states, diminishing their
capacity for re-training or employing demobilized women;
World Bank pressures towards decentralization fosters the
re-emergence of local customs, including female subordi-
nation. As Sideris remarks, international aid agencies need
to recognize the social/political/economic causes of vio-
lence against women “in the discourse that legitimates
male domination and female subordination” (Sideris:153).

The Aftermath also speaks to local women activists in the
belief that they have much to learn from each other’s
experiences, and from an analysis that covers both struc-
tural and ideological causes of inequality while including
women’s actions and changing consciousness. Feminist
activists outside war zones are called on to participate
through understanding and solidarity in building new
gender relations.
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